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1 A very short grammar of Teop

1.1 Introduction
Teop is anOceanic, WesternMelanesian language, spoken on the north-eastern coast of Bougain-
ville, Papua New Guinea (Lynch et al. 2002: 883). It is a configurational language in which clauses
are formed by phrases. The phrases consists of lexical and functional words whose sequential
order is fixed so that they form syntactic units with clear borderlines. The only words that inflect
are person forms. Although object, action and property words are multifunctional as they can
occur as the heads and modifiers of different phrase types, verbs, nouns, and adjectives can be
identified as distinct word classes on the basis of distributional criteria (see Mosel 2017).

The following sections start with the structure of clauses (Section 1.2) and the inflection of
person forms (Section 1.3), and then deal with zero arguments (Section 1.4) and the structure
and function of phrases (Section 1.5).

All sectionsbelow frequently refer to the four texts inMulti-CAST corpus and suggest to search
(in ELANorR) by regular expressions for amorphological gloss or aGRAIDannotation, or to search
simultaneously the utterance and the translation tiers for their context by using with the wild
card operator ⟨.*⟩. TheMultiple Layer Searchwindow shown in Figure 1 can be accessed in ELAN

Figure 1 Multiple Layer Search for a gloss, an utterance, and a translation in ELAN (top),
and the first result of a search for ⟨PREP⟩, i.e. prepositions, in the Multi-CAST
Teop corpus (bottom).
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via Search Þ Structured Search Multiple eaf... Þ Multiple Layer Search. For a general guide to
searches with regular expressions in ELAN, see Mosel (2015).

A further source of information on the meaning and construction of functional and content
words is A multifunctional Teop-English dictionary (MTED, Mosel 2019),1 which facilitates single
or combined searches for Teop headwords, parts of speech and their constructions, meanings,
morphemes, morphological glossings, and semantic domains. A search for ditransitive construc-
tions as in Figure 2, for example, yields 81 entries with morphological analyses, glosses, and ex-
amples.

Figure 2 Ditransitive constructions in the MTED, found by searching for ⟨vd.constr⟩
among parts of speech (top), and the first entry found by the search (bottom).

1 dictionaria.clld.org/contributions/teop#twords

https://dictionaria.clld.org/contributions/teop
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1st position 2nd position 3rd position 4th position

subject verbal predicate
subject verbal predicate object
subject verbal predicate primary object secondary object
object verbal predicate subject
primary object verbal predicate subject secondary object
secondary object verbal predicate subject primary object

Table 1 The variable order of NP arguments in verbal clauses.

1st position 2nd position 3rd position 4th position

subject
1st/2nd pers. pron.

verbal predicate primary object
aX

secondary object
obj.aX

subject
1st/2nd pers. pron.

verbal predicate primary object
1st/2nd pers. pron.

secondary object
obj.aX

Table 2 Ditransitive constructions.

1.2 Clause structure
Clauseswith verbal predicates (i.e. predicates formedbyaverbcomplex)maximally contain three
arguments: a subject, a primary object, and a secondary object. The predicative verb complex
holds the secondposition in the clause, while the first positionmay be occupied by any topical ar-
gument, see Table 1. If all arguments are formed by NPs, the arguments printed in blue in Table 1
are marked by a basic article, the others are preceded by an object article.

The syntactic functions nominal subject, primary object, and secondary object are distin-
guishedby the constituentorder in combinationwith twokindsof article, thebasic and theobject
article, in the following way:

u Irrespective of their position, subject NPs always take the basic article (a). To find ex-
amples, search the GRAID tier for the regular expression ⟨np.*?:[as]$⟩.

u TopicalNPsalwaysprecede the verbal predicate and take thebasic article (a) irrespect-
ive of their syntactic function.

u Non-topicalprimaryobjectNPsonly take thebasicarticle (a) if the subjectof theclause
is a first or a second person pronoun, as in (1), otherwise they take the object article
(obj.a). For more examples, search the GRAID tier for ⟨pro.[12]:a$⟩.

(1) are ma nahu a guu vai bona tahii.

##ds

a-re
1pl.inconec
pl_pro.1:a

ma
come
v:pred

nahu
cook
rv_v

a
a2.g
ln

guu
pig
np:p

vai
dem6
rn

bona
obj.a.g
ln

tahii
saltwater
np:p2

‘[He said,] “… so that we can cook this pig with saltwater.”’ [mc_teop_mat_0069]

u Non-topical secondary objects only take the basic article (a) if the subject and the
primary object refer to the speech act participants, otherwise they take the object article
(obj.a). Thirteen instances of non-human secondary objects can be found by search-
ing the corpus for the regular expression ⟨np:p2⟩, of which only one shows a secondary
object with a basic article:
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Figure 3 Multiple Layer Search for secondary objects in ELAN.

(2) enaa pasi vaasusu avameam a meha taba.

##ds

e-naa
h1g.pon
pro.1:a

pasi
am4
lv

vaasusu
teach
v:pred

a=
objm=
=lv

v=
imm=
=rv

ame-am
2pl.objm2pl.pon
pl_pro.2:p

a
a2.g
ln

meha
other2.g
ln

taba
thing
np:p2

‘[He said,] “I’ll teach you something else.”’ [mc_teop_sii_0046]

Clauses are not obligatorily introduced by a topical argument. In two kinds of context topical
arguments can be missing: (i) in presentational constructions (Lambrecht 1994: 177–181), and
(ii) with zero anaphora. Presentational constructions are also typically found at the beginning of
stories, as exemplified in (3).

(3) teitei roho a peha vaan.

##

tei-tei
edstay
v:pred

roho
before
rv

a
a2.g
ln

peha
indef2.g
ln

vaan
village
np:s

‘There was once a village.’ [mc_teop_mat_0001]

The term zero anaphora means that an argument position that is required by the valency of the
predicate is left empty by the speaker because they assume that the hearer gets sufficient inform-
ation from the context to identify the implied referent. To find, for instance, 90 examples with
zero transitive subjects, search the GRAID tier for ⟨0.h:a⟩.

Clauseswith predicates that are not formedby verb complexes can be foundby searching the
GRAID tier with the the four types of annotations explained in Table 3.
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regular expression matched form of predicate

np.*?:pred full noun phrase
#cc.*?:pred complement clause
[_^]other:pred ii(i) the negative existential word ahiki ‘non exist, there is not’

i(ii) interrogative adverb havee ‘where’
(iii) the interrogative determiner pomae ‘whose, fromwhere’
(iv) the demonstrative eiei ‘this here’

vother:pred verb complex without pre-head position for tense-aspect-moodmarking,
which only occurs in complement clauses introduced by tea compl1

Table 3 Clauses with non-verbal predicates

1.3 Person forms
The Teop person forms can be classfied into pronouns and cross-referencing agreementmarkers
(also called indexingmarkers, cf.Malchukovet al. 2010: 8; Mosel 2010: 488). The classof pronouns
comprises five subclasses:

1. Heavy pronouns are marked by the prefix e- and function as left-dislocated topics, pre-
verbal topical subjects, and in a few contexts as object pronouns.

2. Basic pronouns function as post-verbal non-topical subjects, objects, possessors in ad-
nominal possessive constructions, and as complements of prepositions. The 1g and
1pl.e pronouns can also function as topical subjects.

3. Speech act participant object pronouns aremarked by a prefix that is formally related to
the clitic object marker within the verb complex.

4. Fourth person object pronouns are used in transitive clauses with a third person subject
and in ditransitive clauses with a third person subject and/or the third person primary
object.

5. Consecutive person forms are subject pronouns that are prefixed to the consecutive con-
junction re ‘then, so that’.

The indexing person forms form three classes:

1. The object markers are part of the verb complex and cross-reference the object of trans-
itive clauses and the primary object on ditransitive clauses.

2. The imperfective aspect markers are inflecting portemanteau morphs denoting the im-
perfective aspect and cross-referencing the subject or the object of the clause;

3. Thepossessivemarkersareused to formadnominal inalienablepossessiveconstructions.
They are affixed to the possessee, i.e. the noun forming the head of the NP, but are some-
times written as a separate word when they combine with a clitic article or pronoun.

There are no occurrences of reflexive pronoun constructions in the Multi-CAST Teop corpus,
but examples can be found in the MTED when simultaneously searching for the ⟨pron.constr⟩
in the “part-of-speech” field and for ⟨self⟩or ⟨selves⟩ in the “meaningdescription” field. These
pronoun constructions are formed by the object article and a heavy or basic pronoun.

1.4 Zero arguments
A referentmay not be phonetically represented, but nevertheless be retrievable from the context
because its context contains a grammatical construction with an empty argument position and
provides sufficient information for the hearer to understand which referent is meant. There are
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1g enaa naa a-naa a=,
ama(=)

— nom —

2g ean an vu-an vu=,
u=,
=u

— nom m-

3g eove,
eve

eve,
e

eve,
ee,
=e,
=i

— o- nana,
=na

na=

1pl.in eara ara ara-ara ara,
ama

a- rara,
=ra

ra-

1pl.e enam nam a-nam ama — nom -ma-
2pl eam am ame-am ame(=) — nom me-
3pl eori ori ori =ri,

ri=
o- rori,

ri=,
=ri

ri=

4g1 — — bona,
bari

— — —

4g2 — — bari — — —

Table 4 Person forms in Teop.

three types of zero in Teop, the canonical anaphoric zero, the associative zero, and the situational
zero:

1. A canonical anaphoric zero shares the same referent with some antecedent nominal or
pronominal form. Examples for zero transitive subjects, for example, can be found by
searching the GRAID tier for ⟨0.*?:a⟩.

2. The reference of the associative zero is not given by an antecedent coreferent pronoun
or NP, but understood by the association of a verb or some other word with this referent,
see (4).

3. The reference of a situational zero is given by the speech situation; second person zero
arguments in imperatives, for instance, can by found with the regular expression ⟨0.2⟩.
Since imperative clauses can also be formedwith subject pronouns in Teop, the assump-
tion of zero subjects in imperative clauses is justified.

(4) a. o bai na vua nana.

##

o
a3.g
ln

bai
mango_tree
np:s

na
am2
lv

vua
bear_fruit
v:pred

nana
3g.ipf
rv-pro_s

‘The mango tree was bearing fruit.’
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b. mepaa taneo tea tasu, …

##

me=
and4=
=conj_other

3g.eo
0.h:a

paa
am3
lv

taneo
start
v:pred #cc:p

tea
compl1
conj_other

tasu
throw
vother:pred

4g1.eo
0:p

‘And (she) started to throw (a stick) (at the mango).’ [mc_teop_mat_0017–0018]

Example (4) is taken from a story about a woman who wants to eat a mango fruit. When she
finds a tree bearing fruit, she throws a stick at the fruit. The verb vua ‘bear fruit’ implies that
there is a fruit, but grammatically it is not a referential nominal antecedent. The verb tasu ‘throw
something at somebody or something’ is ditransitive (see the MTED entries on vua2 and tasu).

1.5 Types of phrase
The phrase types are not defined by the word class affiliation of their heads, but by their internal
structureasdeterminedby thecombinationof functionalwordswith lexicalwords. Consequently,
Teop noun phrases and verb complexes are not exclusively headed by nouns and verbs, respect-
ively. The following types of phrase can be distinguished:

1. Verb complexes (VCs) are marked by tense-aspect mood markers, including imperatives
that can be marked by the imperfective aspect marker nom, e.g. hagi nom ‘keep dan-
cing!’ (see Section 1.5.1)

2. Noun phrases (NPs) are marked by articles (see Section 1.5.2)
3. Locative phrases (LocPs) do not have an article, but otherwise have the same structure as

NPs andmay combine with the same kind of modifying constructions, e.g. inu ‘at home,
home’. Search the GRAID tier for ⟨np:l⟩ and look for NPs without an article.

4. Prepositional phrases (PPs) are introduced by one of the nine prepositions, e.g. te=a inu
‘in/to the house’. Search the morphological glosses tier for ⟨DAT⟩, ⟨for⟩, ⟨PREP⟩.

5. Adjectival phrases (APs) are marked by an article that agrees with the article of the NP
they relate to as an attribute or predicate; e.g. a inu a mataa ‘a good house’, o naono o
mataa ‘a good tree’. They function as attributes and predicates. In attributive function
they follow the NP.

6. Numeral phrases (NumPs) are like adjectival phrases. They aremarked by an article that
agrees with the article of the NP they relate to. But in attributive function they precede
the NP, e.g. a buaku a aba ‘two people’, o buaku o naono ‘two trees’, while APs follow
the NP they modify. In predicative function both NumPs and APs follow.

7. Adverb phrases (AdvPs) are formed by an adverbwhichmay only bemodified by another
following adverb, e.g. vamataa rakaha (adgood very) ‘very well’. AdvPs and LocPs
have in common that they are not marked by functional words.

8. Linker phrases (LnkP) consist of the linker vaa and a PP, LocP, AdvP, or complement
clause. Search the morphological glosses tier for ⟨LNK⟩.

9. Possessor phrases (PossP) follow the head of a NP and consist of the possessive marker
(po) andaNPorpronoun, e.g.a hena-na-e (aname3g.po3g.pon) ‘hername’.
Search the morphological glosses tier for ⟨POSS⟩.

10. Specifier phrases (SpecP) precede the NP and are introduced by an article that agrees
with the article of the head. The head of the SpecP may fuse with the article of the fol-
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phrase type as predicate as argument
or adjunct

as modifier
of NP

as modifier
in VC

VC ⟨v:pred⟩ − − −
NP ⟨np(.h):pred⟩ ⟨np(.h):s⟩,

⟨np(.h):a⟩,
⟨np(.h):p⟩,
⟨np(.h):p2⟩

⟨np(.h):appos⟩ −

LocP + ⟨np:l⟩ + −
PP + + ⟨rn_np(.h):poss⟩ −
AdjP ⟨ap_other:pred⟩ − ⟨rn⟩ −
NumP + − + −
AdvP + + − −
LnkP + − ⟨rn⟩ +
PossP − − ⟨rn_np(.h):poss⟩ −
SpecP − − + −

Table 5 Syntactic functions of phrases and their GRAID annotations.

type gloss

tense-aspect-moodmarker am, must
negation neg
adverb all

Table 6 Pre-head constituents.

type gloss

tense-aspect-moodmarker ipf, imm
negation neg
object marker objm
incorporated preposition da, goal, like, with
applicative particle appl
adverb con, ad, hither, thither, very
nouns, verbs (lexemes)

Table 7 Post-head constituents.

lowing NP, e.g. a meha inu ‘the other/another house’, o meho naono ‘the other/another
tree’. Search the morphological glosses tier for ⟨other2⟩ and ⟨other3⟩.

With the exception of VCs and PossPs, all types of phrase have more than one syntactic function.
In Table 5, the presence of a GRAID annotation indicates that the specific phrase–function com-
bination is found in the Multi-CAST Teop corpus, a plus sign indicates that it is found only in the
larger Teop Language Corpus, and a minus sign that there are no instances of its occurrence in
either corpus.

1.5.1 The verb complex

The VC consists of a head formed by a verb, adjective, or noun, which in independent clauses are
accompanied by tense-aspect-mood particles. The head of the VC is annotated with ⟨v:pred⟩,
irrespectiveof itsword-class affiliation. In addition theVCmaycontain incorporatednouns, serial
verbs, and adverbs. In the GRAID annotations VC constituents left of the head are indicated by
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Figure 4 Multiple Layer Search for pre-head constituents in VCs.

with 1st class nouns with 2nd class nouns with 3rd class nouns

articles singular plural singular plural singular plural

specific
basic
article

e
a1.g

ere
a1.pl

a
a2.g

o
a2.pl

o
a3.g

a
a3.pl

specific
object
article

bone,
bene
obj.a1.g

bere,
benere
obj.a1.pl

bona
obj.a2.g

bono
obj.a2.pl

bono
obj.a3.g

bona
obj.a3.pl

non-
specific
article

— — ta (?) to ta

partitive
article

— — sa sa sa sa

Table 8 Articles in Teop.

⟨lv⟩ and VC constituents right of the head by ⟨rv⟩. Figure 4 shows how one can find VCs with
constituents left of the head and their contexts with translations. Table 6 lists the pre-head and
Table 7 the post-head constituents with their respective glosses.

1.5.2 The noun phrase

Noun phrases are marked by articles (Mosel 2014), see Table 8. In GRAID the head of a NP is an-
notated as ⟨np⟩ plus an abbreviation of the function of the NP, see Table 5.
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Appendices

A List of corpus-specific GRAID symbols

The following is a list of thenon-standardGRAID symbols used in theannotationof theMulti-CAST
Teop corpus. Please refer to the GRAID manual (Haig & Schnell 2014: 54–55) for an inventory of
basic GRAID symbols.

Form symbols and specifiers

⟨dem_pro⟩ demonstrative pronoun
⟨rel_pro⟩ relative pronoun
⟨pn_np⟩ proper name
⟨ap_other⟩ adjective phrase as predicate (⟨:pred⟩)
⟨conj_other⟩ conjunction
⟨dem_other⟩ adverbial demonstrative (locative, temporal)
⟨intrg_other⟩ interrogative phrase

⟨pl_⟩ specifier: plural form, attaches to ⟨np⟩, ⟨pro⟩, and ⟨0⟩

Function symbols and specifiers

⟨:s_ds⟩ subject of a verb of speech

Clause boundary symbols

⟨#rc_rn⟩ relative clause as a clausal subconstituent of a NP, to the right of the head

Subconstituent symbols

⟨_adj⟩ attributive adjective; attaches to ⟨rn⟩
⟨_num⟩ attributive numeral; attaches to ⟨ln⟩

Other symbols

⟨rv-pro⟩ bound verbal cross-index; reflects properties of another argument by
combining with certain person/animacy symbols (⟨_1⟩, ⟨_2⟩, ⟨_h⟩, and ⟨_d⟩)
and function symbols (⟨_s⟩, ⟨_s_ds⟩, ⟨_a⟩, and ⟨_p⟩), e.g. ⟨lv-pro_h_s⟩;
should not be conflated with corresponding nominal forms

⟨rv-pl_pro⟩ same as above, but plural

⟨nc_⟩ specifier: marks form glosses with RefIND indices in segments otherwise
not considered (i.e. those marked ⟨#nc⟩)
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B List of abbreviatedmorphological glosses
1pl.e 1st person plural exclusive
1pl.in 1st person plural inclusive
1g 1st person singular
2pl 2nd person plural
2g 2nd person singular
3pl 3rd person plural
3g 3rd person singular
4pl.pon 4th person plural object pronoun; it follows the verb complex in clauses with

a topical subject of a 3rd person and refers to more than one entity; in the
case that the subject is plural, it can also refer to a single entity

4g.pon 4th person singular object pronoun follows the verb complex in clauses with a
topical subject of a 3rd person and refers to a single entity under the
condition that the topical subject also refers to a single entity

adj adjectivaliser, suffix deriving adjectives
ad adverbaliser, prefix deriving adverbs
ana anaphoric adnominal demonstrative
and1 conjunction coordinating clauses and NPs
and2 conjunction coordinating words and phrases
and3 conjunction coordinating nouns and pronouns that refer to specific persons
and4 conjunction coordinating clauses referring to a sequence of events
a1–3 basic specific article of NPs headed by a noun of the 1st (a1), 2nd a2),

and 3rd (3) class, respectively; with non-topical objects it is only used if the
topical subject is a 1st or 2nd person

ca causative prefix
compl1 conjunction introducing a verbal complement clause without a subject

position; it denotes an intended action to be performed by the subject or
object referent of the preceding superordinate clause

compl2 conjunction introducing complement clauses with a subject position
conec consecutive marker; the conjunction re ‘then’ idicates that an event was or

will be the consequence of a past, present, or future state of affairs; when
used with the 1st person inclusive pronoun it is often translated by ‘let’s’; it
holds the second position in the clause (Wackernagel position)

con an adverb that is incorporated in the the verb complex; it indicates that the
situation or event denoted by the predicate last for a while

dem1–6 six different kinds of demonstrative
dem diminutive particle preceding the head of NPs
dad a noun of the 2nd class referring to a group of two ormore people who are in a

reciprocal kin relationship, e.g. mother and child
emph2 the emphatic particle kou
goal the preposition vo ‘to a place’ is mostly incorporated in the verb complex; it

governs an adverb, a NP without an article, a prepositional phrase, or a
complement clause as its complement, see the gloss like

imm immediateness marker indicating that something has just happened or will
happen immediately

indef2–3 indefinite determiner preceding an NP head of the 2nd and the 3rd class,
respectively
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ipf imperfective aspect marker; in the realis aspect marked by na am2 it has
special forms for the 3rd person singular, the 1st person plural inclusive, and
the 3rd person plural and is accordingly glossed as 3g.ipf, 1pl.in.ipf, or
3pl.ipf

like (i) the verb potee ‘be like, be similar to’; (ii) the preposition vo ‘like’, which is
mostly incorporated in the verb complex and governs an adverb, a NP
without an article, or a prepositional phrase as its complement, see goal

lnk linker, it combines with adverbs and prepositional phrases introduced by the
multi-purpose preposition te pep; the linker construction functions as an
attribute and in combination with TAMmarkers as a predicate

ml prefix of verbs indicating that an action, process, or state of being is repeated
and involves two or more participants

npec2–3 non-specific article of NPs headed by a noun of the second and third class,
respectively

obj.a1–3 a specific object article of NPs with a head of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class
respectively, which marks a non-topical object in clauses with a topical
subject of the 3rd person, see 4g.pon and 4pl.pon above

objm object marker; a particle – mostly cliticized – that cross-references 1st and 2nd
person objects and objects referring to a plurality of human beings; the latter
kind of object may formally be a singular NP that typically refers to a
particular group of people

one2–3 the numeral peha ‘one’; used with NP heads of the 2nd class (one2); the
numeral peho ‘one’, used with NP heads of the 3rd class (one3)

od prefix deriving ordinal numerals from cardinal numerals
other2–3 the determinermeha ‘other’ preceding a NP head of the 2nd (other2) and the

3rd (other3) class, respectively
pa.a partitive article, sa ‘some’, used with mass nouns
plm plural marker
po a suffix inflecting for person and number attached to the possessee of an

inalienable possessive construction and cross-referencing the possessor; an
exception is the 1st person singular possessor that directly follows the
possessee

pep the multi-purpose preposition te
pon pronoun
am1 pre-head tense-aspect-moodmarker indicating that the event will happen in

the future
am2 pre-head tense-aspect-moodmarker used in affirmative sentences

expressing that something happened or existed or, when combined with the
imperfect aspect marker, that something usually happens, is happening, or
exists

am3 pre-head tense-aspect-moodmarker indicating a change of situation either
in the past or the future

am4 pre-head tense-aspect-moodmarker indicating that an event which directly
or indirectly involves the addressee may or will take place in the future

two2 the numeral bua ‘two’; used with NP heads of the 2nd class (the
corresponding numeral buo two3 used with NP heads of the 3rd class is not
attested in the four texts in the Multi-CAST Teop corpus)

eo an empty argument position which relates to an unambiguously retrievable
argument

nc not classified
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